
Black Glass and Jet Buttons 
 
The Composition of Black Glass 
 
Glass is made from a mixture of 
 
63% silica sand 
22% soda 
15% limestone 
 
These ingredients are heated together and stirred until the mixture is melted to a 
smooth paste.  Color is added to the glass by the addition of metals (oxides):  copper 
oxide for green & turquoise blue, iron oxide for green, blue and yellow and cobalt oxide 
for light and dark blue.  Black is obtained by a combination of copper, iron and cobalt 
oxide. 
 
From the very beginning of glass making history, the glassmaker strove to make glass 
either as clear as possible or to imitate gems as perfectly as possible.  The "invention" 
of black glass fits into the latter category. 
 
Invention of Black Glass 

 
The invention of black glass dates back the late 17th century and is attributed to Andrea 
Vidaore (a renowned glass artist from Murano, Venice). Other parts of Europe (England, 
France, Netherlands, Russia and Central Europe) began to use black glass in 18th 
century men’s fashion (along with gem and gilt buttons). 
 
Black glass has been used as a cheap replacement for the organic mineral Jet.   
Horn, composites and ebonite have also been used as a substitute for Jet.  Some ads 
and buttons cards will state Jet.  This is more an indication of quality than the actual 
usage of Jet.  Real Jet buttons are very rare now. 
 
Jet 
 
Jet is an organic mineral derived from a certain kind of pine tree (from 150 to 180 
one million years ago). At that time, Spain and the coast of England were close to each 
other. A narrow band of water lay between the areas.  This band of water claimed some 
of the trees and washed them out to sea. The bottom of the sea contained a 
sediment layer of various minerals, among which was iron.  The heavy trees sank into 
the sediment layer and were impregnated with iron.  Over time, this sediment layer grew 
to be over 30 feet thick.  High temperatures and pressures caused a kind of 
crystallization of the sediment. This is what we know today as Jet.  
 
Jet is found in Spain and on the west coast of England. English jet is considered the 
best and is called Whitby.  It is tough, easy to work with and has a beautiful velvet luster 



after it has been polished.  The term Whitby comes from Monks of Whitby Abbey who 
adorned their rosaries and crosses with Jet. 
 
Jet has always enjoyed solid sales. Early in the 19th century the mining of jet from the 
cliffs was commercialized and industrialized.  Jet was first fashioned into jewelry for the 
fashionable woman of the 19th century. It became even more fashionable when Queen 
Victoria wore it as mourning jewelry.  The use of black glass became common at this 
time as many women (who wanted to follow the fashion set by Queen Victoria) did not 
have the means to purchase Jet. 
 
Black Glass vs. Jet  

 
The following are some characteristics to check If you want to see if you have black 
glass or jet buttons.  Glass is much heavier than Jet.  Jet does not feel cold, glass does. 
Glass has a smooth surface, while jet will feel either waxy or velvety.  Jet can be easily 
scratched, while glass is harder. You can also look at how the shank is attached.  If the 
shank is embedded within the material, it is glass.  Shanks must be glued on or have an 
outside pin attaching it to Jet. 
 
Early Fashions Dictate the Use of Buttons 
 
The use of Jet and black glass buttons can be traced to the fashion of the time. The 
most important element of men’s fashion in the early 19th century was fit. Tailors 
fashioned woolen fabrics to conform to the body.  Jackets were not embroidered or 
made of stiff materials.  This meant the end of large buttons in the use of men’s fashion.   
Buttons became smaller and were made out of gilded metal.  By the end of the 19th 
century, only the jackets had separate buttons. 
 
Fashionable women wore dresses void of buttons until about 1820.  The waist was just 
under the bosom and the dress went to the ground.  The dress was usually tied with a 
scarf; there was little need for fastener. Following this, the waist was lowered and the 
body more constricted. The clothing was fastened with hooks and eyes (staff). 
 
After 1840, more somber colors were used.  Men wore dark blue and black and women 
wore brown and dark green. In the Victorian period (1840 - 1880) women’s clothes 
became more prudishness with high-necked dresses. 
 
After 1845, women’s fashion used a 2-piece costume: a bodice with a separate jacket 
and a long wide skirt. These clothes were closed in front by a long row of buttons. 
This began the use of buttons as a fashion statement for women particularly after 1880. 
 
The Rise of the Glass Button 
 
Glass buttons began to be produced in mass after the start of the industrial revolution in 
the 1850s.  Black was the favorite color in the 19th century. There was a great demand 
for ornaments of jet.  As stated earlier, the popularity of Jet happened twice:  Once from 



1800 to 1820 and then from 1850 to 1870. With the death of Prince Albert, the consort 
of Queen Victoria (1861), it was obligatory for the court circles to wear black gem / jet 
buttons.  In those days, the court circle determined what was fashionable and the 
masses followed suit.  With Jet being expensive, black glass became the alternative 
used by the majority of the population.  
 
The Making of Glass Buttons 
 
In 18th century Bohemia, buttons were made with a black stone glass contained in a 
metal frame.  A glass rod was cut into slices. Each slice was then ground and polished.  
Contrasting colors were inserted when the glass rod was being produced so the each 
disc produced a different pattern.  The glass was also decorated by grinding facets and 
small gems into it. 
 
In the early 19th century, buttons were made from a technique known as lampwork. 
In lampwork, the top of a thin glass rod was heated over a lamp. The button maker held 
a thin metal wire in his other hand. The molten glass is wrapped around the wire to form 
a push (a combination of glass and metal eye).  
 
Around 1830 the technique of pressmoulding generalized the manufacturing of glass 
buttons.  Pressmoulding is a process in which the molten glass is poured into a mold 
and a metal shank is inserted.  When the glass cools and hardens, it secures the shank 
within.  This process greatly increased the speed of manufacturing and thus reduced 
the cost of glass buttons to a point of affordability to the general populace. 
 
Over time, molds become more intricate and began to be formed into plates.  This lead 
to the development of glass buttons with pictures in the 1860s. In 1870, cameos 
became popular topic for black glass buttons.  Engravers were attracted to the finer and 
more detailed drawing of the mold (ie the front of the button).  While molds have been 
made of all types of metal, steel is currently the most used. 
 
In 1873 great big heavy black glass buttons came into vogue.  More buttons began 
appear with the image of objects. The button makers began to develop different ways to 
finish black glass buttons.  They painted and applied luster (metallic gold, silver, copper 
and aluminum color).  Painting with enamel also became popular.  At the end of the 
19th century, iridescence was invented and caused a rainbow effect on the black glass.   
 
The Fall of the Black Glass Button 
 
The height of the production of Black Glass buttons came after the death of Prince 
Albert and continued through the Edwardian era (1880 to 1914).  After the 1880s, the 
black glass button market started to become saturated. People began to want color 
buttons as textiles began to use brighter colors.  The result was that by the beginning of 
the 20th century, colored glass buttons were being produced in greater quantities than 
black glass buttons.  The market for black glass buttons steadily declined throughout 



the 1910s and 1920s till only a minimal amount of black glass buttons are being 
produced today.  


